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Chirality is a prominent characteristic of natural systems [1,2]. It is an impressive characteristic of asymmetric 
structures, allowing to explain two non-superimposable mirror-image forms, enantiomers, of a structure. 
Investigation of these asymmetric structures is crucial to understand processes occurring in living organisms 
that act commonly in an enantioselective manner [1,3]. Enantiomers of chiral species in pharmaceuticals or 
food additives can display different effects on living organisms [4]. Therefore, new effective methods and/or 
(nano)materials are required to explain the chiral recognition of chiral substances. Chirality has also been 
considered to be a crucial topic in nanotechnology and inherently chiral or chiral-modified stereospecific 
nanoparticles have been mostly used in the field of chiral sensors. Metallic nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, 
organic and inorganic quantum dots, graphene and related materials, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), and 
so forth are employed as innovative chiral sensors. With the recent advances in nanomaterials, great effort 
has been devoted to the development of miniaturized analytical platforms such as paper-based optical sensing 
platforms [5]. Taking advantage of the nanomaterials, in this talk, trends in nanomaterials-enriched chiral 
sensors/platforms that can be used as convenient signal probes to discriminate enantiomers of chiral 
molecules are overviewed. 
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Figure 2.Nanomaterials-enriched nanopaper-based optical chiral sensors 


